Continuous Integration Specialist
Description:

Oradian is a fast-growing, award-winning global technology start-up developing software
solutions that enable financial inclusion. As Continuous Integration Specialist, you will be
part of our infrastructure team and responsible for automating various parts of the code
integration process and ensuring fast and safe deployment of our products.
We are looking for individuals who thrive on finding innovative solutions to the toughest
challenges, love to get their hands dirty, and never stop learning. Oradian is a flat
organization and a fast-paced working environment in which everyone plays a role in
communicating and contributing to our goal of economic empowerment and access to
financial services. We love what we do and a positive attitude and passion for our mission
are essentials for our team!

Responsibilities:







Develop and maintain process for continious testing, build integration and other
automation processes
Implement and write jobs in Jenkins
Write supporting scripts for automation processes
Build testing cases for the automation processes
Collaborate and provide support for the development, qa and other teams using
continious integration
Document CI/CD procedures
Administrate Jenkins infrastructure
Administrate basic Docker infrastructure




Mandatory:
Basic system administration
Experience with shell scripting






Qualifications:






What we offer:

Type of contract:
Location:



Plus: Experience with CI/CD tools as Jenkins
Plus: Experience with configuration management tools as chef, puppet etc.
Detail-oriented
Able to provide simple, clear explanations and feedback to other team members,
especially in regard to describing errors discovered in the product
Fluent in English






An incredible learning experience in a growing technology start-up.
A challenging job with responsibility and the freedom to grow professionally.
Help build something that is truly transforming people’s lives.
Become part of an international, passionate and talented team.

Full time
Zagreb, Croatia
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About Oradian:

Oradian is a global technology provider that is promoting economic empowerment and
technology in Africa and other emerging markets. Our innovative cloud-based systems help
financial institutions serving the base of the pyramid to improve their performance
radically, to reduce their costs dramatically, and to scale their services quickly and
efficiently. We service our customers with the highest standards and expect only the best.
Our headquarters are based in the heart of Zagreb, Croatia, while our customers are in
emerging markets all around the globe. English is the lingua franca, while your colleagues
are from Croatia, Portugal, South Africa, Nigeria, Germany, Philippines, France and a
growing number of other countries.
Email us at be@oradian.com
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